Imagine Giving Real Money to your Local Community Without Ever Writing a Check.

Sometimes the hardest part about giving back is writing the check. Cash flow, timing, unexpected expenses... they all get in the way.

With GratisGives™, they don’t have to.

TOGETHER we can. Together WE WILL.

Local Giving
That’s easier, automatic, and sustainable.

What if giving to local charities could happen in tiny, painless amounts? Now it can, AND while reducing fees you already pay. GratisGives™ turns a portion of savings from your new merchant account into tiny, effortless contributions for local non-profits. YOU keep the rest. Together with other local merchants, you can have a GIANT impact on local charities, while saving your business money. Two good deeds that turn great together. That’s what GratisGives™ can do for your community.

Simple to implement

Privacy assured – be as transparent as you’d like

Painless, tiny transactions – no cash flow impact

Choose among worthy local charities

GratisGives™ NV helps fund local non-profits while reducing merchant fees you already pay. Two good deeds that turn great together. Contact us right here in Reno for details.

Gratis Payment Processing, LLC does not provide tax, legal or accounting advice. This advertisement has been prepared for informational purposes only, and is not intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, tax, legal or accounting advice. You should consult your own tax, legal and accounting advisors before engaging in any transaction.
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